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 part III. Parliament
 
Supplemen-
tary
Estimates.
Votes of
Credit.
Appropria-
tions in Aid.
 There are submitted to the Committee of Supply early in March votes
on account of the civil and revenue departments. Similarly two or
three of the votes from the estimates of each of the service depart-
ments are passed. Unlike the civil departments, these departments
may temporarily use for one purpose money voted for another. The
Committee of Ways and Means votes out of the Consolidated Fund
a sum equal to the vote on account and the votes passed for the
defence services, and there is enacted a Consolidated Fund Billl
authorising the withdrawal from the Consolidated Fund of the
necessary sum. The sum formally authorised by the Appropria-
tion Act is the total of the expenditure voted for the year less
the sum already authorised to be withdrawn by Consolidated Fund
Acts.
Where a department later considers that it will need to exceed its
estimated expenditure, a supplementary estimate must be introduced
in Committee of Supply. The resolutions of the Committee of Ways
and Means authorising the withdrawal from the Consolidated Fund
of the sums so voted are usually embodied in the Consolidated Fund
Act which authorises the issue of the next year's vote on account and
the sum is appropriated to specific objects in the next year's Appro-
priation Act. Except when a supplementary estimate relates to a
change of policy or a new service, the policy of the service concerned
can only be debated in so far as it is brought into question by the
excess. These debates have been criticised as time wasting; but the
fact that a supplementary estimate must be justified in debate does
operate as a check on the departments in framing their original
estimates.
In times of grave emergency there may be voted a lump sum not
allocated to any particular object. Such votes are known as votes
of credit. By this means the extra-ordinary expenditure in time of
war is in the main voted. The method involves relaxation of the
usual methods of Treasury control, and in consequence the estimates
of the departments concerned with war expenditure are presented
with a token figure inserted instead of the actual expenditure
proposed.
There must also be mentioned appropriations in aid, the estimates
for which appear side by side with the estimates of expenditure,
though only the net amount of the latter is voted. Appropriations in
aid are sums received by departments and retained to meet depart-
mental expenditure. For example, the net vote on account of the
Public Trustee is £10, a token figure for the purpose of preserving
parliamentary control, the whole of his expenditure being met by
appropriations in aid in the form of fees*
1 It is sometimes necessary for more thari one Consolidated Fund Act to be
passed in anticipation of the annual Appropriation Act.

